Transform
Your Screens
GENERATE NEW
CUSTOMERS

IMPROVE CUSTOMER
LOYALTY

INCREASE
REVENUE

The UPshow Front-of-House solution helps you capture customers’ attention the
second they step into your space. Our solutions turn digital screens in venues into
tools that cultivate connections. Through customizable templates and engaging
on-screen content, UPshow encourages user interaction and drives customers toward
your desired outcomes.

What is your business’s priority today?
Generate new customers

Educate safety and quality

Improve customer loyalty

Entertain guests

Increase check size

Generate New
Customers
Improve customer loyalty by
increasing the number of visits
per customer.
Boost your online stars

Schedule a Demo

For every one-star increase a brand gets
[online], that business sees a 5-9% increase
in revenue.
Harvard Business Review
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Improve
Customer
Loyalty
UPshow customers saw a
single-location app download
increase by 75 per week.
+ That’s a 14% boost!

Schedule a Demo

52% of US diners trust a restaurant’s own branded app
more than third-party portal apps.
Business Insider
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Increase
Check
Size
Maximize customer spend by
promoting additional menu items
and incentivizing with exclusive
coupons while customers are
physically present.

Schedule a Demo
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Educate
Safety and
Quality
Give customers peace-of-mind with
important safety measures and
locally sourced items.

Schedule a Demo
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Entertain
Guests
Draw your guests’ eyes to the
screen with UPshow’s library
of more than 300 channels,
including sports and kids content.
Deliver a unique in-venue
entertainment experience,
tailored to the exact interests
of your audience.

Unlike cable, competitor ads
or inappropriate content never
run on your screens because
you control all your channels.
Managing channels is easy,
and with just a few clicks,
you set the schedule to best
entertain your audience.

Schedule a Demo

Customizable Trivia

User-Generated Social Media
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Want more information or to sign up?
Email laura@upshow.tv

About UPshow
Pricing
UPshow is the customizable engagement
platform that capitalizes on a business’
existing screens to deliver better audience
experiences. UPshow’s technology
seamlessly connects TV screens and
mobile devices, creating a revolutionary invenue network that drives customer and
employee behaviors. Enterprise businesses

in the hospitality, entertainment, fitness and
healthcare industries rely on UPshow’s plugand-play technology to create deeper brand
engagement and maximize profitability and
efficiency. Founded in 2015, UPshow now
reaches audiences through more than 25,000
screens in businesses around the world.
Learn more at upshow.tv.

UPshow is $95 per month per location which
includes one media player. For additional
content licenses and media players, $25
per month per instance is charged. Volume
pricing is available.

